
Standox details the repair process for tinted clearcoats in
its latest video

Standox, a global refinish brand of Axalta, has a new Standovision training
video. Special colours - repair process for tinted clearcoats explains in detail
how these can be professionally repaired using a special Standox process.

25 March 2021 - Highly chromatic red and blue tones are increasingly popular with
drivers because of their depth and brilliance. Repairing these intense and lively
effect shades can be a challenge for refinishers. In the latest Standovision training
video, the Axalta paint experts guide professional refinishers through the entire
repair process, step by step, and explain how a right-first-time result can be
achieved.

"Standox stands for the Art of Refinishing and for repair processes that make
invisible refinishing possible," says Harald Klöckner, Axalta International Training
Leader and Refinish Product Specialist. “Standox has developed a special repair
process for the repair of vehicles with effect colours where tinted clearcoats are
used. Thanks to this special process, the intense and lively effect shades can be
precisely reproduced. The tinted clearcoat brings out the intense and deep colour
tones that are a prerequisite for an invisible repair. The challenges these special
colours pose and the way in which they can be mastered is clearly demonstrated in
the video.”

In the Standovision training video series, Axalta experts impart their know-how
and give professional refinishers tips on the correct and efficient use of Standox
products. The latest training video is available on the Standox YouTube channel
at www.youtube.com/standoxonline. Further information on the Standovision
videos is available on the Standox website at www.standox.com/standovision .

About Standox

Standox, a global refinish coating brand from Axalta, is the best choice for
professional refinishers. Customers can rely on Standox to achieve the best quality
results, every time, accurately and quickly. As a brand manufactured in Wuppertal,
Germany, Standox ensures our customers are ready for future digitalisation by
improving workflow and work processes with digital tools. Standox further
supports customers not only with relevant market insights but also work provision
thanks to extensive approvals from car manufacturers as well as fleet, lease and
insurance companies, which reflect the brand’s position as a leading partner to the
automotive industry. Standox – the art of refinishing.
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